Abstract-We present an enhanced parametric macromodeling method that is able to generate compact and passive models over the entire design space of interest. It starts from a discrete set of data samples of the input-output system behavior (e.g. admittance, impedance, and scattering parameters), which depend on multiple design variables such as layout and substrate parameters. The proposed approach generates accurate parametric macromodels whose size is not affected by the number of design parameters in addition to frequency. Stability and passivity are preserved over the design space of interest. Pertinent numerical results validate the proposed parametric macromodeling methods.
I. INTRODUCTION

D
URING the design of large-scale digital or analog applications, it is important to predict the response of the system under study as a function of design parameters such as geometrical and substrate characteristics. A typical design process includes design space optimization and exploration, and therefore requires repeated simulations for different design parameter values. These design activities call for parametric macromodels that efficiently and accurately describe the complex behavior of such systems, which is typically characterized by the frequency (or time) and several design parameters. The accuracy, compactness, and preservation of system properties (e.g. stability and passivity) are the fundamental and required features of parametric macromodels.
Passivity-preserving parametric macromodeling techniques was proposed in [1] - [6] . The passive interpolation of a set of stable and passive univariate macromodels, called root macromodels, treated as input-output systems was proposed in [1] and [2] . This interpolation process of input-output systems is robust, but it may not guarantee a high modeling capability. A passive interpolation of the state-space matrices of a set of root macromodels was proposed in [3] - [5] , which provides an enhanced modeling capability with respect to [1] and [2] . Unfortunately, these methods are sensitive to the issues related to the interpolation of state-space matrices [7] , and the matrix solution of positive-real or bounded-real lemma is used to perform a passivity-preserving interpolation of statespace matrices. Its computation can be carried out using linear matrix inequalities or Riccati equation solvers, which have a high computational cost [8] . A recent passivity-preserving parametric macromodeling method has been proposed in [6] , which uses an innovative passive interpolation of root macromodels at an input-output level by means of a set of amplitude and frequency scaling coefficients to enhance the modeling capability of [1] and [2] . The parametric macromodeling methods that use an input-output system level interpolation, [1] , [2] , and [6] , are robust and accurate, but the order of the parametric macromodels may suffer from oversize due to the nature of the input-output system level interpolation. In these techniques, the design space is divided into cells, and each cell is composed of vertex root macromodels which are combined to build a parametric macromodel at an input-output level. This input-output combination is responsible for the oversize.
This paper proposes an enhanced parametric macromodeling method that is able to generate compact and passive models over the entire design space of interest starting from a discrete set of parameterized data samples of the input-output system behavior (e.g. admittance (Y), impedance (Z), and scattering (S) parameters). First, the design space is divided into cells. Then, a passive reference macromodel is computed for each cell and it is used along with linear least-squares problems to model the cell vertices in a rational form. Amplitude scaling coefficients [6] are replaced and improved in this paper by means of linear least-squares problems, which enhances the modeling capability. Finally, positive interpolation operators are used to parameterize the cell vertex models cell by cell. No additional input-output interpolation is required as in [1] , [2] , and [6] , and therefore the model order does not increase with the number of design parameters, thereby leading to more compact models. This paper is organized as follows. Some preliminaries are given in Section II. Section III describes the proposed parametric macromodeling approach. Section IV discusses the passivity-preserving feature of the presented method. Some considerations about the proposed approach and the 2156-3950/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE model oversize effect are given in Section V. Some pertinent numerical results validate the proposed technique in Section VI. The conclusions are presented in Section VII.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A parametric macromodel in the form
or equivalently
is computed by the proposed parametric macromodeling method to accurately model a set of multivariate data sam-
k=1 , which depend on the complex frequency s = j ω and N design variables g = (g (n) ) N n=1 , such as layout features or substrate parameters. Two data grids are used in the modeling process: an estimation grid and a validation grid. The estimation grid is utilized to build a parametric macromodel. The validation grid is used to validate the modeling capability of the parametric macromodel in a set of points of the design space previously not used for its construction. The design space D(g) is considered as the parameter space P(s, g) without frequency. The parameter space P(s, g) contains all parameters (s, g). If the parameter space is (N + 1)-dimensional, the design space is N-dimensional [6] . The estimation design space grid is divided into cells using hyperrectangles (regular grids) [9] or simplices (regular and scattered grids) [10] . We note that the proposed parametric macromodeling method can handle regular and scattered estimation design space grids. 
III. PARAMETRIC MACROMODELING BASED ON REFERENCE MACROMODELS
A. Reference Macromodels and Frequency-Scaling Coefficients
We indicate a cell region of the design space as i , i = 1, . . . , P and the corresponding vertices as g
is computed based on a set of frequency-domain data samples selected as reference data. The reference data used to build the reference macromodel for each cell is chosen among the cell data vertices H(s, g i k ). For a vertex cell g i k , a corresponding reference macromodel is built, and then it is parameterized and validated. If it is accurate with respect to an error threshold, the modeling of a cell is complete; otherwise, the other cell vertices become candidates to be the reference macromodel to be parameterized. A parameterized reference macromodel must be accurate in the corresponding cell, therefore its accuracy is checked in all vertices and the validation point of its cell. When a vertex cell g i k is selected, the vector fitting (VF) method [11] can be used to identify the reference macromodel in the following form:
starting from data samples H(s, g i k ). A pole-flipping scheme is used to enforce stability [11] , while passivity assessment and enforcement can be accomplished using the robust standard techniques [12] , [13] . When the reference macromodel corresponding to one cell vertex is computed, the other vertex root macromodels R(s, g i k ) of a specific cell are computed by solving the following optimization problem:
where α(g i j ) are frequency scaling coefficients [6] . The optimization problem (4) can be solved using, for example, the MATLAB [14] routines fmincon and fminsearchbnd, with α(g i j ) = 1 as initial guess. The frequency scaling coefficients must satisfy the following condition:
to build overall passive parametric macromodels, as explained in Section IV. Once the frequency scaling coefficients are computed, linear least-squares problems are solved to find suitable residues and direct terms such that
in a least-squares sense with . Each design space cell is described by its reference poles p ref,n ( i ), vertex frequency scaling coefficients, residues, and direct terms α(g
The error function between two frequency responses H 1 (s), H 2 (s) to be minimized in (4) can be adapted to the specific input-output representation under modeling. The following error can be used for the scattering (S) parameters:
where
and P out are the number of frequency samples, input ports,
H(s, g and output ports of the system, respectively. The root-meansquare (RMS) error
or weighted RMS error
can be used for the admittance (Y) and impedance (Z) parameters.
B. Parameterization Step
Once the vertex root macromodel R(s, g i k ) is computed for a cell, the next step is building a parametric macromodel R(s, g) using suitable interpolation schemes. To describe the proposed algorithm more clearly, we consider a specific cell composed of four data sample vertices in a 2-D design space g = (g (1) , g (2) ) and a corresponding set of validation data samples, which is shown in Fig. 1 . . If the response of the system under modeling needs to be computed in a specific point of the design space cell g = ( g (1) , g (2) ) , the vertex residues C n (g k ), direct term C 0 (g k ), and frequency scaling coefficients α(g k ) are interpolated in g and a rational model is obtained. Just as an example, let us use the piecewise multilinear method [9] for the interpolation; therefore we have
(15)
(16)
where each interpolation kernel function k j (g ( j ) ), j = 1, . . . , 2 is selected as in piecewise linear interpolation. The extension of the described procedure to the general multidimensional case is straightforward. We note that only scalar coefficients are optimized and linear least-squares problems are solved. The interpolation process to obtain (14) does not lead to model oversize, since each cell is modeled by a constant number of poles and residues, and therefore the model order does not increase with the number of design parameters because of input-output interpolation, as was the case in [1] , [2] , and [6] .
IV. MULTIVARIATE INTERPOLATION
A. Passivity Conditions
When the macromodel is utilized in a circuit simulator for transient analysis, stability and passivity are the fundamental properties to be guaranteed. It is known that while a passive system is also stable, the reverse is not necessarily true. Passive systems cannot generate more energy than they absorb through their electrical ports. When the system is terminated on any arbitrary passive loads, none of them will cause the system to become unstable. A linear network described by admittance matrix Y(s) is passive if [15] The passivity of scattering input-output representations is also called nonexpansivity [16] . A linear network described by scattering matrix S(s) is passive if [15] : 1) S(s * ) = S * (s) for all s, where " * " is the complex conjugate operator; 2) S(s) is analytic in e(s) ≥ 0; 3) I − S T (s * )S(s) ≥ 0; ∀s: e(s) > 0. Condition 3) for nonexpansivity is equivalent to the condition S(s) ∞ ≤ 1 (H ∞ norm) [16] , i.e., the largest singular value of S(s) does not exceed 1 in the right-half s-plane.
Under the assumptions of having a minimal and strictly stable (all poles have a negative real part) state-space realization, an alternative and equivalent condition for the passivity of Y(s) and S(s) requires that the associated Hamiltonian matrix has no purely imaginary eigenvalues [16] .
B. Passivity-Preserving Interpolation
The parameterization step described in Section III-B uses positive interpolation operators [17] to parameterize frequency scaling coefficients, residues, and direct terms. A rational model (14) can be seen as an interpolation of transfer functions with common poles.
A frequency scaling coefficient α is a compression or expansion term for the Laplace variable s. It is straightforward to prove that, if α satisfies (7), passivity is preserved when it is applied to a passive system for S, Y, Z parameters. Positive interpolation operators guarantee (7) for α(g).
Once residues and direct terms are computed by solving linear least-squares problems to build vertex root macromodels, passivity is assessed and enforced. Since (14) can be seen as an interpolation of passive transfer functions with common poles, passivity over the entire design space of interest is guaranteed if the positive interpolation operators used to parameterize residues and direct terms satisfy some specific conditions [1] , [2] . Interpolation kernel functions k j (g ( j ) ), j = 1, . . . , N must satisfy
for Y, Z parameters and
for S parameters. Interpolation methods that belong to the general class of positive interpolation operators can be used, e.g., the piecewise multilinear and multivariate simplicial methods [9] . We note that the interpolation kernel functions of these methods only depend on the design space grid points and that their computation does not require the solution of a linear system to impose an interpolation constraint. Therefore, interpolating systems, matrices, or scalars does not make any difference for the interpolation kernel functions.
V. DISCUSSION
We summarize the main features of the new reference macromodel-based approach described in Section III.
1) Each design space cell is described by its reference poles, vertex frequency scaling coefficients, residues, and direct terms. 2) Amplitude scaling coefficients [6] are replaced and improved by means of linear least-square problems, which are used to compute vertex residues and direct terms and enhance the modeling capability. 3) The model oversize of [1] , [2] , and [6] is avoided, since no input-output interpolation of systems is performed. The model order does not increase with the number of design parameters, and model compactness is guaranteed even for a high number of design parameters. 4) Stability and passivity are guaranteed over the entire design space. The state-space dimension of parametric macromodels is influenced by the fitting method (matrix-wise, column-wise, or entry-wise) used for the reference macromodels and root macromodels and the interpolation schemes. Considering the model oversize in system interpolation-based methods [1] , [2] , [6] , it is important to notice that, if parametric macromodels are used in frequency-domain analyses, there is no need to realize them in a state-space form. We recall that the input-output interpolation process of state-space systems is responsible for the model oversize, since a weighted sum of linear time-invariant (LTI) systems is equivalent to an LTI system with size equal to the sum of the sizes of the combined LTI systems. A pole-residue form is suitable for frequencydomain analyses and therefore the model oversize problem can be mitigated. Considering time-domain simulations that require a state-space form to integrate parametric macromodels with linear and nonlinear drivers and receivers, then the model oversize cannot be avoided and the newly proposed method is very effective in solving it, without sacrificing accuracy. If the interpolation schemes use Q vertices in the interpolation process, an average gain in the model order equal to Q is achieved: e.g., Q = 2 N and Q = N + 1 for the piecewise multilinear and simplicial interpolation methods [9] , respectively. N represents the number of design parameters in addition to frequency. Therefore, the compactness guaranteed by the newly proposed method becomes fundamental in highdimensional problems.
VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
This section presents numerical results to validate the proposed parametric macromodeling method. The number of poles for reference macromodels and vertex root macromodels is selected adaptively in VF by a bottom-up approach, in such a way that the errors (10) and (12) are smaller than −50 dB and 0.05, respectively. The number of poles to be used as a starting point for the bottom-up approach is selected by computing the required number of poles to accurately model the corner data of the design space and choosing the minimum number in this set of poles.
The worst case error of (10) and (12) over the validation grid is chosen to assess the accuracy and quality of parametric macromodels
Err(R(s, g), H(s, g))
We note that all the computations to build parametric macromodels performed by the proposed technique and [1] , [2] , [6] use a pole-residue form for the reference macromodels and root macromodels. All numerical experiments were implemented in MATLAB R2009A [14] and carried out on the Windows platform equipped with Intel Core2 Extreme CPU Q9300 2.53 GHz and 8 GB RAM.
A. Three Coupled Microstrips
Three coupled microstrips have been modeled in this example. Their cross section is shown in Fig. 3 . The conductors have width w = 100 μm and thickness t = 50 μm, and the spacing between the conductors is equal to S = 200 μm. The dielectric is 300 μm thick and characterized by a dispersive and lossy permittivity which has been modeled by the wideband Debye model [18] . The per-unit-length parameters of this structure have been computed by the solver [19] . Then, we consider three parameters, namely, the length L of the lines and two fabrication parameters λ 1 , λ 2 that influence the per-unit-length parameters
Their corresponding ranges are shown in Table I . The scattering and admittance parameters S(s, L,
have been computed using transmission line theory [20] for 251 frequency samples over an estimation grid of 5 × 3 × 3 (L, λ 1 , λ 2 ) samples and a validation grid of 4 × 2 × 2 (L, λ 1 , λ 2 ) samples. The newly proposed approach and the technique presented in [6] are used to build 4-D macromodels. The multilinear interpolation scheme is used in the parameterization steps. First, we analyze the modeling of S parameters and then of Y parameters. Concerning S parameters, the order of the state-space realization (matrixwise fitting) of the reference macromodels varies between 60 and 96 over the design space.
To clearly show the advantages of the newly proposed method, it has been compared with the technique described in [6] . Table II shows some comparison measures: the error defined in (24) related to (10), the CPU time to build and validate the final passive parametric macromodels, and the maximum and minimum order of the parametric macromodels over the design space. In the CPU time to build and validate the final passive parametric macromodels, two contributions are identified: 1) the CPU time to build and validate the parametric macromodels and 2) the CPU time needed to assess and enforce passivity during the model construction.
A gain in the model order of almost 8 is achieved with respect to [6] without sacrificing the accuracy. Some results obtained using the reference macromodel technique are shown in what follows. Fig. 4 shows the magnitude of the para- Concerning Y parameters, the order of the state-space realization (matrix-wise fitting) of the reference macromodels varies between 78 and 126 over the design space. As previously, Table III shows some comparison measures for the used parametric macromodeling methods. In this case, the error defined in (24) is related to (12) .
Similar accuracy is achieved by the two techniques, while the new method obtains a gain in the model order of almost 10. In what follows, some results obtained using the reference macromodel technique are presented. Fig. 7 shows the magnitude of the parametric macromodel of Y 12 (s, L, λ 1 , λ 2 ) for L = 1.15 cm, λ 2 = 0. Fig. 8 shows the magnitude of the parametric macromodel of Y 11 (s, L, λ 1 , λ 2 ) for L = 1.15 cm, λ 1 = 0. Fig. 9 compares Y 11 (s, L, λ 1 , λ 2 ) and its macromodel for the values L = {1.0375, 1.2625} cm, λ 1 = −0.075, λ 2 = −0.075, which have not been used in the estimation grid. Fig. 10 shows the distribution of the minimum absolute value of the real part of Hamiltonian matrix eigenvalues over a dense sweep of the design space. Since there are no purely imaginary eigenvalues, the parametric macromodel is passive over the design space of interest [16] . Similar results can be obtained for the model of the S parameters.
The newly proposed technique is able to build accurate and passive models over the entire design space of interest, which do not suffer from model oversize. The model order does not increase with the number of design parameters as in [6] , since no input-output interpolation is performed. The method [6] achieves a similar accuracy with less compact models.
B. Eight-Layer Printed Circuit Board
A printed circuit board (PCB) with eight layers has been modeled in this example. The structure is shown in Fig. 11 . 
The vias are connected to 3 mm long traces located on layer 6. The width of the traces is equal to 0.11 mm and the dielectric material of the substrate is FR4 with r = 3.63 and loss tangent tg(δ) = 0.02. A multipole Debye model is used to characterize the dielectric losses over the frequency range. We consider two design parameters in addition to frequency, namely, the radius of the antipads (R) and the center-tocenter distance between signal vias and ground vias (D). Their corresponding ranges are shown in Table IV .
The scattering parameters S(s, R, D) have been computed by means of the commercial software [21] approach is used to build a 3-D macromodel. The multilinear interpolation scheme is used in the parameterization steps.
The order of the state-space realization (matrix-wise fitting) of the parametric macromodel varies between 52 and 56 over Table V shows some comparison measures between the proposed method and the commercial solver used to obtain the data. In the CPU time to build the final passive parametric macromodel, two contributions are identified: 1) the CPU time needed to build the parametric macromodel and 2) the CPU time needed to assess and enforce passivity during the model construction. Table V shows the following.
1) The CPU time to build and validate the parametric macromodel is small with respect to the CPU time to gather the estimation and validation data samples. 2) The parametric macromodel is very efficient in evaluating the system response with respect to the used commercial solver. The parametric macromodel is able to achieve a speedup of 4650× for the computation of one frequency response. Therefore, performing design activities, such as design space exploration, optimization, and sensitivity analysis, which requires multiple simulations, becomes very efficient using the proposed parametric macromodeling method. the parametric macromodel is passive over the design space of interest.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have presented an enhanced parametric macromodeling scheme that is able to generate compact and passive macromodels over the entire design space of interest starting from a discrete set of parameterized data samples of the input-output system behavior (e.g., admittance, impedance and scattering parameters). The model oversize of system interpolation-based methods due to input-output system interpolation is avoided in the new technique, while stability and passivity are guaranteed over the design space. Numerical simulations confirm the high modeling capability of the proposed method and the compactness of the generated models.
